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February 1996: Parody Issue "It's Beyond Me", Edited by Todd Jensen. Cartoon "But when the Valar entered into Eä...". "Translations from the Auld Elvish; Part the Second" by A Appleyard. "The Tragedie of Frodo Baggins; A Commentary" by Jensen & Joseph Major; "Progress Report on Spy-Seeking" from the Mouth of Sauron to the Dark Lord; "Treebeard Travel Tours, Inc" ad; "What is Fensa?", "Coming Events". 12 pp.


**PUBLICATION HIGHLIGHTS OF THE SECOND DECADE**


1993: Ballantine discontinues sending review books to "Beyond Bree".


October 1996: e-mail addresses added to Roster.

From March 1990 to June 1995 the copy for "Beyond Bree" was printed on a dot matrix printer. In July’95 the Editor got a laser printer, followed by much experimentation with typeface. Issues prior to 1996 are reprints. Issues from mid 1996 to 1999 are a mixture of reprints and originals, issues from 1999 onwards are predominately originals. The quality varies: xerox reproduction of the 1990s was not as good as xerox reproduction today.

Nancy Martsch, Editor